
Composi-Tight® Sectional Matrix System

When design and function
come together...you get FUSION!

Sectional Matrix System

Matrix band perfection

Ultra Adaptive Wedges

An all-new system 
designed to handle 
even the toughest cases

T E A C H I N G  B E T T E R  D E N T I S T R Y 1-800-265-3444 
 clinicalresearchdental.com

RESTORATIVE

P Operator-friendly retaining system 
P Naturally contoured bands 
P Anatomically correct contacts 
P Contacts at the height of contour 
P Rings produce optimal tooth separation for excellent,     
     tight contacts 

More than 20 years of sectional 
matrix leadership and an incredible 
amount of feedback from users all 
over the globe were poured into 
the design. All this hard work has 
resulted in separator rings with 
significantly improved performance 
and ease of use.

Composi-Tight® 3D Fusion™ Full Curve Non-Stick Matrices 
are three dimensionally contoured, ultra-thin and dead-
soft to help you recreate ideal interproximal anatomy.

Combining Soft-Face™ adaptive 
materials, a firm inner core and 
advanced mechanical features to 
produce a wedge that truly works. 
Every time.

Dentistry’s first Wide Preparation separator ring (green) 
makes Composi-Tight® 3D Fusion™ the most versatile and 
user-friendly sectional matrix system available. The Wide 
Prep ring greatly simplifies what until now has been one 
of the most challenging posterior composite restorations. 
Now you can restore these big preps with confidence 
knowing that you will achieve excellent contact and 
contour without having to take extra steps.

Fins with serious function  
Soft retentive fins smoothly fold 
down during wedge insertion and 
then spring back when clear of the 
interproximal space. Wedge back-
out is a thing of the past.

Easy in – easy out! A Grab-
Tab™ centered on the occlusal 
edge of the band simplifies 
placement while Slick Bands™ 
non-stick coating reduces 
composite adhesion by an 
impressive 92%!

Go deep or wide – Improved 
subgingival extensions and 
added wraparound length make 
for the perfect matrix band to use 
with the green Wide Preparation 
ring. Now you’re ready to tackle 
even the widest preps!

Hugs the curves Soft-Face™ 
silicone tips with enhanced marginal 
ridge anatomy hug the matrix 
band to the tooth for flash free 
restorations

It just keeps going... 
Enhanced durability for extended 
ring life and greater tooth separation

Get a grip! 
All Composi-Tight® 3D Fusion™ 
separator rings incorporate Ultra-
Grip™ retention extensions that 
anchor them securely to virtually any 
tooth. These rings stay where you 
place them!

Stack it up - Tru-Stack™ 
technology allows placement of the 
orange ring (tall) over the blue ring 
(short) for easier MOD and multiple 
tooth restorations 
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A real softie Composi-Tight® 3D Fusion’s Soft-Face™ 
overmold allows the wedge to do what no other 
wedge can truly do – actually adapt to interproximal 
irregularities.
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3D FUSION MATRIX KIT   FX-KFF-10 
1 x Short Ring (blue) 
1 x Tall Ring (orange) 
1 x Wide Prep Ring (green) 
70 x Assorted Matrix Bands  
80 x Assorted Ultra-Adaptive Wedges 
12 x Assorted FenderWedges 
1 x Ring Placement Forceps 

3D FUSION MATRIX SYSTEM   FXR-KFF-10 
1 x Short Ring (blue) 
1 x Tall Ring (orange) 
1 x Wide Prep Ring (green) 
70 x Assorted Matrix Bands  
80 x Assorted Ultra-Adaptive Wedges 
4 x Assorted FenderWedges 
1 x Ring Placement Forceps 
12 x Rally Polishers 

3D FUSION WEDGE KIT 200PK 

3D FUSION SHORT RINGS BLUE 2PK 

3D FUSION TALL RINGS ORANGE 2PK 
 
3D FUSION WIDE PREP RINGS GREEN 2PK 

3D FUSION RINGS KIT (ONE OF EACH) 3 PK 
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Dead-soft three dimensionally contoured 
matrices have placement tabs for easier occlusal 
placement and Garrison’s revolutionary non-stick 
coating for hassle free removal.

 
Composi-Tight® 3D Fusion™ Ultra-Adaptive 
wedges glide in but won’t back out. Their soft, 
flexible exterior readily adapts to interproximal 
irregularities for a superior gingival seal.

 
All three of Composi-Tight® 3D Fusion’s separator 
rings will fit right over the wedge for easier 
placement. With Ultra-Grip™ retention extensions, 
they will stay firmly in place from the distal of the 
canine to the widest of molar preparations.

Sectional Matrix System

RESTORATIVE
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Only Composi-Tight® 3D Fusion™ can make the 
technique this intuitive and frustration free!

Place the matrix band: Wedge firmly: Place the ring:

FX100 - 4.0mm 
w/ext 4.4 mm 
50 or 100/pk 

FX150 - 4.1mm 
w/ext 6.0 mm  
30 or 60/pk 

FX175 - 5.0mm 
w/ext 5.6 mm  
50 or 100/pk 

FX200 - 5.4mm 
w/ext 6.6 mm  
50 or 100/pk 

FX300 - 6.0mm 
w/ext 8.7 mm  
30 or 60/pk 

Composi-Tight 3D Fusion

Full Curve Matrix Bands - Refills 
Full Curve bands 
wrap further 
around the tooth, 
out of the way, 
making ring 
placement easier. 
Dead-soft and a 
skinny 0.0016" 
thin, they're the 
perfect choice.

Combining Soft-
Face adaptive 
materials, a 
firm inner core 
and advanced 
mechanical 
features to produce 
a wedge that truly 
works. Every time.

1. 2. 3.

FXYL 
100/pk

FXBL 
100/pk

FXOR 
100/pk

FXGR 
100/pk

Composi-Tight 3D Fusion

Ultra Adaptive Wedges - Refills

Tight contacts - guaranteed! Ideal anatomy Simplified technique

Superior tooth separation force through 
advanced engineering and material 
selection guarantees perfect contacts 
every time.

Soft-Face™ silicone ring tips with 
enhanced marginal ridge anatomy 
hug the pre-contoured dead-soft 
matrices to the tooth for flash free, 
perfectly contoured restorations.

Composi-Tight 3D Fusion is packed 
with features like easy ring stacking, 
over the wedge placment and 
Ultra Grip anti-ring slip extensions 
that make system use intuitive and 
frustration free.


